
TXT Retail Planning System has partnered with First Insight to bring retailers and brands the 
first assortment planning system that incorporates the “Voice of the Customer.” 
 
This integration provides retailers and brands with insight on new products based on  
consumer feedback. They then make better buying decisions with actionable insight from 
customers who know their brand and products best.  
 
The First Insight cloud-based platform is integrated with the TXT Retail Planning System,  
providing consumer-driven predictive analytics to increase new product success by  
introducing the right new products at the right price.
1Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only 
those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be 
construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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Now is the time for multichannel retailers to  
invest in assortment management applications that 
drive customer-centric assortments.  
– Gartner Magic Quadrant for Merchandise Assortment Management Applications,  
   August 20161 
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Simple, Effective Integration
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TXT Retail enables retailers to utilize
vast amounts of data in the plan
creation and execution process.

By incorporating the First Insight
solution, inputs are further enriched 
through consumer feedback and
advanced predictive models.

Combine TXT Retail’s Planning
Solutions with First Insight’s  
actionable consumer-driven  
analytics to create more accurate 
and efficient assortment plans with 
better forecast accuracy and higher 
sales and margins.
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